
Dom Pedro, Ondas Maritimas, 10,395carats of fine, gem quality aquamarine. Photo: H.P. Hoffmann

FIT FOR

II~
he opportunity to work
on such a crystal will

never happen again." So says the man who may well
be the world's most famous gem artist, Bernd
Munsteiner of Stipshausen, Germany, about the fabu-
lous piece of Brazilian aquamarine presented to him
three years ago. Dom Pedro, Ondas Maritimas, the
sculpture Munsteiner created with that crystal, was
formally unveiled in Switzerland at the jewelry trade
fair held in Basel in April, 1994.The sculpture's title
honors Brazil's first two monarchs, Dom Pedro I and
II, and the wonderful qualities of gem aquamarine
(literally, "seawater," suggested in "waves of the
sea") as an artistic medium.

Weighing 10,395carats or nearly five pounds -
rougWy 10 times more than its nearest competitor -
standing almost 14 inches tall, and measuring over
four inches wide at the base, Dom Pedro holds the
record as the world's largest cut and polished gem
aquamarine to date. The natural blue hexagonal crys-
tal from which it was cut was almost twice as tall and
weighed nearly 60pounds, and was itself but a "frag-
ment" of a yet larger crystal, brought to Germany
from Brazil on a hair-raising journey (see "Rough
Trip to Brazil," this issue). Beautifully gemmy, the
transparent crystal was clean except for one area of
natural tubes near the top, as a mineral collector
would orient it.
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While Munsteiner has a fine appreciation of min-
eral specimens, he is foremost an artist. After much
consideration, he chose to orient this crystal "upside
down." The turnabout put the tubes at the bottom of
the sculpture, where they lead the eye into the carv-
ing and to its series of negative cuts on the back. Not
only do these add light, brightness, and movement,
but they also draw the eye inex-
orably to the summit.

Lingering there for a while, the
eye then inevitably moves back
down and into the stone, absorb-
ing the complex play of light that
results from the precisely designed and carefully
placed cuts. A master facetor as well as carver,
Munsteiner is especially noted for using negative cuts
that take advantage of a gem's optical properties to
create stones that sparkle and scintillate whenever
the eye moves even slightly.

THE DAWNING OF DOM PEDRO. Whenever we
are in Idar-Oberstein, Germany's gem-cutting center,
we always enjoy visiting the beautiful Henn Gallery
- but generally we prefer to savor its superbly exe-
cuted carvings and fine specimens after we've sa-
vored our breakfast and an adequate amount of cof-
fee. We thought it a bit strange, then, when [urgen
Henn, head of the Henn gem firm and the gallery, in-

vited us to drop in very early one morning. We could
not imagine what would justify our getting up so ear-
ly and actually skipping breakfast, but Henn is a very
persuasive man, and we arrived at the appointed
hour. He's promised us something special many
times before, and we've never been disappointed -
but on the other hand, we have always eaten our

breakfast first.
The door to the gallery was

locked, as we expected it to be
at that gray hour, but to our
surprise we were not wel-
comed by the personable, effi-

cient young lady who normally greets us (and offers
us coffee). Instead, we had to wait for our host (who
isn't nearly as attractive as the young lady but who
also usually serves us excellent coffee).

As we were rather impatiently hanging around
until someone let us in, we looked through the
glass door and were suddenly brought as wide
awake as any caffeine could have jolted us. Way at
the far end of the store, carefully positioned and
illuminated, Dom Pedro, Ondas Maritimas stood
sparkling and gleaming as no other carved crystal
we have ever seen.

It would not be accurate to say we quite forgot
about our missed breakfast, but we did feel extraordi-
narily privileged to be viewing this masterpiece and
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Allaspectsmust be perceived

Requiringa particularsensitivityfor thematter,

For the colorofminerals,theirpurity, theirnatural inclusions

In a steadystate ofabsoluteconcentrationand tranquility.

Formis alwaysthe result of a preciselydefinedintent

And sculptingis an expressionof thepower creatingculture,

Influencingour life,our personality,society,and environment.

Artisticcreationgraspsnot onlythe externalshellof things,

Butcontributesto the formationofculturalidentity.

Note from the translators: We know that we have not managed to carry the poetic
content of the original German into English, but hope we hove expressed at leost the

substance of the philosophy. - S&A F

to have the opportuni-
ty to interview the
master in person. We
settled into the back of
the shop and listened
as Bernd, as we have
come to know him, de-
scribed the experience
of creating Dom Pedro.

"Step-by-step
thinking and not
sleeping" is how he
sums it up. "It was
months before I was
ready to go to the saw.
I cannot remember
how much time I spent
just thinking about the
crystal. I always do my
best when I carve a
crystal, but the oppor-
tunity to work on such
a crystal will never
happen again."

It took him at least
a month to look at it as
rough and not just as a
huge repository of
capital resources -
"to get the big money
out of my head," in his
words. "When you
think about the fact
that it cost such a great
amount of money,
then you get nervous."

In the past, Bernd
has always owned
outright the crystals
he has carved. If he
were to make a major
mistake and really ru-
in a crystal (and even
the most skillful and careful gem
artists have their horror stories), it
would be a great loss, a potential
work of art that could never be real-
ized, but at least only he would suf-
fer. Increasing his natural concern
as an artist with the Dom Pedro crys-
tal was the fact that the huge gem
had been too valuable for one firm
alone to handle, so a consortium, of
which Bernd was a member, had
formed to buy it. This time if he
made a mistake, he would hurt
not just himself but other people
as well.

Bernd Munsteiner
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UNIQUE is a word we
find editors mysteri-
ously deleting from
our copy with some
frequency because of a
nitpicking insistence
that it means absolute-
ly one-of-a-kind rather
than just pretty unusu-
al. Yet we are confi-
dent this favorite of
ours will get through
this time. Why are we
so sure?

Carved or engraved
gemstones per se are
actually far from
unique, for their lin-
eage goes back to clas-
sical Greece and be-
yond. Nearly all such
works are quite small,
however - usually
small enough to be
worn on the finger.
The only two impor-
tant traditions of larg-
er gemstone carvings
are representational:
the magnificent, main-
ly rock crystal objects
cut in Europe during
the Renaissance and
the traditional Chinese
work in jade.

Bernd really pio-
neered a new art form
when he created an
abstract work titled
Metamorphose (see
"Metamorphose, "
February 1991) from
an immense single

crystal of rutilated quartz. Even
by Renaissance or Chinese carv-
ing standards, this 200-plus-
pound work is big. While that
was his first opportunity to work
with a really large, important gem
crystal, Bernd believes it is not apt
to be the last. Anybody familiar
with aquamarine occurrences,
however, realizes that the likeli-
hood of another huge crystal of
fine aquamarine comparable to
this one coming out and then
coming to the attention of a gem
artist rather than being ground in-
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Bernd Munsteiner named his ex-
traordinary aquamarine sculpture
Dam Pedro by way of paying tribute
to the land from which the extraordi-
nary crystal came. "Dom" is an hon-
orific title, the Portuguese equivalent
of the Spanish "Don," as in Don
Quixote. "Pedro" is the Portuguese
equivalent of the name Peter. "Dam
Pedro" refers to independent Brazil's
first two rulers, Dam Pedro I and
Dam Pedro II.

In 1821, Dam Antonio Pedro do
Alcantara Bourbon (1798-1834),soon
to be Dom Pedro I, became Regent of
what was then the Portuguese colony
of Brazil. When he proclaimed
Brazil's independence the next year,
he became Emperor, and reigned
from 1822 to 1831. His son, Dam
Pedro II (1825-91),succeeded him as
the extremely effective second and
last emperor of Brazil.

The tangled tale begins with
Pedro I's father, Dom John VI (Dom
[oao, 1767- or 1769-1826),who ruled
Portugal and its empire from 1792 to
1826.While he was Regent for his in-
sane mother, Maria 1, Portugal was
invaded by Napoleon, and in 1807,
he fled to Brazil with his family,
most of the royal court, and the
Portuguese fleet. In 1816,Maria died,
and Dam John, Prince Regent, offi-
cally became King of Portugal. As
one result, Brazil became the only
colony in history to serve as the seat

to zillions of little ring-size stones is
indeed vanishingly small.

So far as Bernd has been able to
find out, another crystal as suitable
for sculpture as the Dam Pedro rough
has never been available at any time,
anywhere in the world. That makes
it truly unique.

Unfortunately, as Bernd points
out, "When buying a fine gem crystal
for carving, one must first think
about it as an industrialist: how
many carats of finished gems, worth
how much per carat, could or would
it yield? This has to be the basis of
the evaluation of the intrinsic value
of the crystal."

There were special lapidary prob-

7Jom !Pedro in file :Jfesil
of government for its own mother
country.

Meanwhile, back in Lisbon, there
was big trouble. Although the French
had departed, the arbitrary and
tyrannical actions of the regency
Dam John had left behind culminat-
ed in a revolution in 1820.This led to
a summoning of the Cortes, the
Portuguese legislative body, which
had not met in over a century, for the
purpose of drawing up a new consti-
tution. In 1821, John returned to
Lisbon to salvage the monarchy
there, and his son Pedro assumed the
Brazilian regency.

The Cortes also wanted to undo
the liberal reforms [ohn had institut-
ed in Brazil, and in 1822,Pedro pro-
claimed Brazil's independence from
Portugal, was crowned Emperor of
Brazil, and, with the aid of the
British, forced the Portuguese mili-
tary to return home. In 1824, the
United States became the first nation
to recognize Brazil's independence.
That same year, Pedro accepted a lib-
eral constitution for the new country.

In 1825, his son was born in Rio
de Janeiro, and in 1831, tired of
struggling as a monarch in a new
democracy, Pedro abdicated in favor
of this son, who, at the age of six, be-
came Dam Pedro II. The Brazilians
had such trouble with the regents
governing in Pedro II's stead, how-

ever, that in 1840, they decided that
the 15-year-old had attained legal
majority and could rule in his own
right. It turned out to be a very wise
decision.

Dom Pedro II reigned for half a
century as one of the most scholarly,
kind, thoughtful, and successful con-
stitutional monarchs of the 19th cen-
tury. He was popular at home and
abroad. He was against slavery,
which unfortunately was of great
economic importance in much of
Brazil. Finally, and after much resis-
tance, all slaves in Brazil were freed
in 1888. His liberal positions on this
and other important issues, however,
alienated much of the aristocracy, the
church, and the army, and in 1889,
Dam Pedro II was forced to abdicate.
He returned to Europe, and Brazil be-
came a republic.

In 1894, the Brazilian parliament
promised that in exactly one century,
the country would vote on whether
to re-establish the monarchy. The
vote took place on the very day in
April, 1994 that Bernd Munsteiner
unveiled his aquamarine Dam Pedro
in Basel. Although the bid to restore
the monarchy was defeated by a
margin of roughly two to one, the
memory of independent Brazil's first
rulers lives on, now joined by a third
monarch: a shimmering work of art
in a majestic piece of Brazilian aqua-
marine. - S&AF

lems encountered while working this
unique (smile) piece. The incisions in
the back were laid in by eye, requir-
ing great skill and experience. Their
function is to reflect light to the view-
er, but they must be placed precisely,
taking into account the refractive in-
dex and critical angle of the material,
for total reflection to occur. Yet
there's no way to test their placement
until the sculpture has been polished
- the very final step!

Munsteiner thought about this 60-
pound crystal "fragment" incessantly
while working out Dom Pedro's final
design. Photo: Foto-Design.



Deck the Walls
This year be inspired
by an exquisite new
gem each month. This
spectacular 12" x 12"
wall calendar features
gorgeous full color
photographs of gems,
crystals and minerals.
Each month includes
a complete descrip-
tion of the mineral
and there's plenty of
room to jot down your
special days too!
Created especially for
anyone who has
an appreciation for

..the natural sparkle Photographs@EariLewis 80126$12.95

of crystals and for
beautiful mineral formations, the 1996 Crystals & Minerals Calendar
makes a beautiful gift at only $12.95 each. Order today!

By Mail: Enclose selection number (B0126), check, money order or
credit card information (include Visa or MasterCard number,
expiration date and signature). Payment in U.S. funds drawn on
U.S. banks only.

with 1996
Calendars!

Include postage: U.S.
/Canada $4.00 one
item; two items $6.50
(total). Add $1.50 for
each additional item;
$12.00 per item all
other countries.

By Fax: Use our 24-
hour Instant Order
Faxline: 610/293-1717.
Credit card payments
only.

By Phone: Call toll-
FREE 800/676-4367
between 9AM - 5PM
(Eastern time). Please
have your selection
number and credit
card informa hon
ready.

(PA residents add 6%
state sales tax.)

60 Chestnut Avenue, Suite 201
Devon, PA 19333-1312
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Polishing not only comes last but is
the most time-consuming part of the
process, and the wait was truly un-
nerving. If Bernd or any of the work-
ers had misjudged any part of this
critical step, it would have required a
very lengthy and expensive effort to
rectify the error. Bernd's skill and in-
stinctive feel for gem materials did not
fail him. Upon polishing, the cuts
proved to be superbly effective.

Working such a large stone re-
quired the manufacture of special sin-
tered diamond wheels that were 40
centimeters (nearly 16 inchesl) in di-
ameter and five to six centimeters (two
or more inches) wide. Such wheels are
very costly to make, and Bernd is un-
derstandably reluctant to share the de-
tails of that expensively gained knowl-
edge with the world just yet.

The carving has three very large,
planar surfaces. Big flat surfaces often
cause problems at the polishing stage
of any work of lapidary art. Bernd and
two assistants spent about six weeks
just polishing. Bernd has a strict rule
never to work more than two hours
straight on such tasks. He feels that af-
ter that interval it is dangerous be-
cause it becomes hard to maintain
concentration, and it's when concen-
tration wavers that serious mistakes
happen.

For polishing, they used very hard
felt buffs with a proprietary com-
pound called P242, which is sold by
supply houses in Idar. Bernd doesn't
know its exact composition but does
know that it gets excellent results on
aquamarine.

Dom Pedro is more than proof of
that. Long live the emperor! Long may
he reign! •
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